RESOLUTION No. 7/2016
STUDY GROUP ON PRINCIPLES ON THE ENGAGEMENT OF DOMESTIC COURTS WITH INTERNATIONAL LAW

The 77th Conference of the International Law Association, held in Johannesburg, South Africa, 7 - 11 August 2016:

ACKNOWLEDGING the increased and increasing engagement of domestic courts with international law;

DESIRING to assist scholars and practitioners, including domestic judges, in dealing with the complex issues that arise in the context of invocation and application of international law before and by domestic courts;

NOTING WITH SATISFACTION the conclusion of the work of the Study Group on Principles on the Engagement of Domestic Courts with International Law;

THANKS the Chair, the Co-Rapporteurs, the members of the Study Group, and the external researchers associated with the Study Group for the valuable work done;

COMMENDS the Final Report of the Study Group to the membership of the Association and to relevant stakeholders, including domestic judges and practitioners;

RECOMMENDS that the Study Group be dissolved.